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No. EL/4.2.15 Date: 09-07-2013

Chief Electrical Engineers:
Central Railway, Mumbai, CST-400 001.
East Central Railway, Hazipur-844101.
East Coast Railway, Chandrashekharpur, Bhubaneshwar-751016.
Eastern Railway, Fairlie Place, Calcutta-700001.
North Central Railway, Subedarganj, Allahabad.
Northern Railway, Baroda House, New Delhi-110001.
South Central Railway, Secunderabad-500 071.
South East Central Railway, Bilaspur-495004.
South Eastern Railway, Garden Reach, Calcutta-700 043.
Southern Railway, Park Town, Chennai-600 003.
West Central Railway, Jabalpur-482001.
Western Railway, Churchgate, Mumbai-400 020
Chittranjan Locomotive Works, Chittranjan 731 313 (W.B.)

Sub: Policy on Introduction of MPCS Ver-3 and Implementation of Remote monitoring
and analysis (REMAN_EL) for MPCS ver-2 fitted 25 kv tap-changer electric
locomotives and

Ref. i) Railway Board's letter no. 2013/Elect(TRS)/441/1 Dated 25.03.2013
ii) RDSO's letter even no. dt. 09.04.2013 for Revised technical specification no.
ELRS/SPEC/MPC-FDS/0001 Rev-3 Apr 2013.

iii) RDSO's letter even no. dt. 08.04.2013 on Implementation of REMAN_EL.

Tap changer electric locomotives working on Indian Railways are provided with control based
on Electro-mechanical and Electro-pneumatic relaysl contactors. Microprocessor-based control
systems (MPCS) were provided in the existing electric locomotives as per specification no.
ELRS/SPEC/MPC-FDS/0001 Rev. '2'. Although benefits such as improvement of reliability of
locomotives has been reaped , but issues like teal-time monitoring of locomotives to provide
assistance to crew as well as locomotives are yet to be addressed.

For improving the utilization of locomotives, its unscheduled withdrawal from traffic, monitoring
of working of safety equipment, prevention of accident like situation, such as signal passing at
danger (SPAD), etc, real-time monitoring of locomotives is required at Electric Loco Sheds and
Traction Loco Controllers. This will help in taking corrective actions at right opportunity, in the
event of any unusual occurrences (UOR), before it can convert into major failure, disrupting the
traffic. Such real-time monitoring of locomotives will involve decision making at appropriate
level of expertise, thereby, achieving above objectives.

For locomotives, fitted with Ver.2 of MPCS, ESMON and VCD, Remote Monitoring and Analysis
for Electric Locomotives (REMAN-EL) has been conceived to get the data stored in MPCS on
line through internet along with signal from pulse generator of ESMON and status of working of
VCD. So far this concept has been realised in three locomotives with MPCSs of three different
makes. All these systems have been working satisfactory, till date. Salient features of REMAN-
EL are:



a) There shall be REMAN-EL web portal of Indian Railways which will have web application
software, data base management and communication interface with vendor servers through
static IP address with standard TCP/IP protocol. Using any regular internet connection, IR
personnel can see the vital, health and configuration data of locomotives. User has to select
just loco number, which will generate query to vendor specific server with adequate security
provisions and in turn will fetch all the data, required. Similarly, if there is an UOR, REMAN-
EL will send the data to the server of respective vendor and which in turn will be sent to IR
portal.

b) It will provide interface with existing MPCS, VCO and ESMON to take data like Voltage,
Current, relay and input output status, Speed, Time and other parameters, Date and Time
should be updated through GPS etc. of the Locomotive and record it for remote monitoring.
Further, it includes provision of pressure sensors for Brake Pipe and Brake Cylinder for their
measurement and interface with the control unit for real-time monitoring.

c) Vital data is required to be captured every second and will be transmitted at an interval not
more than five seconds. Whenever UOR is transmitted, it will be associated with standard
background data of MPCS.

d) Configuration data will be held in the system and transmitted to the REMAN-EL's web portal
as and when there is request from user .But this data shall be stored in the system for 24
hours an interval of 30 minutes, whenever battery is switched ON, VCB is closed or opened,
BL is activated in cab 1 or cab 2.

e) This shall be transferred from the microprocessor control system to the REMAN-EL as and
when there is request from user or whenever the battery is switched ON.

f) All the data shall be made available with GPS location and time stampings.
g) Real time data has to be displayed in Electric Loco Sheds and Traction Loco Controllers

through internet. The same can be accessed by any authorized person by logging onto
REMAN-EL's web portal.

h) In case of problem with GPS signals, the system shall display last GPS locations. On
availability of signals, it will update automatically.

ROSO has prepared a FRS no. ROSO/EL/4.2.15/FRS/REMAN-EL Rev.O, dt. 18.01.2013 for
meeting the above requirements as per ROSO's Work Instructions, after considering the
suggestions and comments received from all existing approved sources of MPCS. A copy of the
same is enclosed with.

In order to incorporate above features, e.g. to improve the reliability, to incorporate function of
vigilance control device (VCO) ,to interface with ESMON speed data and to incorporate GPS
based remote monitoring of performance for improvement of availability of the locomotives, real
time monitoring of the condition of locomotives and status of working of VCO ,thereby alertness
of loco crew , the specification of MPCS has been revised and ROSO's spec no.
ELRS/SPEC/MPC-FOS/0001 Rev. '3' has been issued vide this office letter in ref.ii.

Based on feedback of working of prototype units of remote diagnostics systems, ROSO's
proposal for implementation of the REMAN-EL in V2 version of MPCS fitted tap changer
locomotives has been examined by Railway Board and following actions are approved by the
Railway Board (ML):

(i) 200 WAG-7 type tap changers locomotives provided with MPCS (specification no.
ELRS/SPEC/MPC-FDS/0001 Rev. '2'), ESMON and VCD are to be retrofitted with
REMAN-EL for real time monitoring of vital data, UORs and configuration data by
the respective loco sheds/workshops during major schedule as per following
distribution:



Railways Shed No. of locos proposed to be fitted with
REMAN-EL

SCR BZA 50
NR LOH 75
ECoR ANGUL 50
SER BNOM 25

The cost of REMAN-EL shall have two components:
a. Cost of basic hardware and maintenance cost of server and communication

charges (i.e. rental and usage charges of GSM/COMA data card) for the first
year.

b. Maintenance cost of server and communication charges for subsequent years,
which shall be borne by Railways.

(ii) MPCS which have already been procured as per specification no.
ELRS/SPEC/MPC-FOS/0001 Rev. '2' and are going to be provided at CLW in new
tap changer locomotives, shall be integrated with retro fitment of REMAN-EL along
with ESMON and VCO at CLW during commissioning as per functional requirement
specification (FRS) No. ROSO/EL/4.2.15/FRS/REMAN-EL, Rev. '0' dated
18.01.2013 issued by ROSO.

(iii) All the new procurement of MPCS by Railways/CLW shall be done with the ROSO's
revised specification No. ELRS/SPEC/MPC-FOS/0001 Rev. '3'.

(iv) CLW shall host and maintain remote monitoring and analysis for electric locomotives
web portal of Indian Railways which will have web application software, data base
management and communication interface with vendor server through static IP
address with standard TCP/IP protocol. Ouring the course of development, standard
TCP/IP will be provided by IR to all the prospective vendors in consultation with
them. The CLW shall issue user 10 and password for access by IR personal.

It is advised for necessary action for implementation the same.

Enel: As above

Copy to:
1. Secretary (Electrical), Railway Board, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi 110 001: for kind

information please.
2. Bharat Heavy Electricals Limited, P. O. BHEL, Jhansi 284 129: for kind information and

necessary action ,please.

/
(Ganesh)

Director Standard ElectlTM
For Director General(Elect)


